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Release Notes

Issue # Category Found In
Release

Module Title Release Note

253458 Feature
Enhancement

N/A EV Mail New ability to capture the TO recipients in an incoming
email and place them in a UDF field

There is a new EVMail configuration item named
EVMAIL_TO_UDF.  This allows the storing of the email
addresses within the TO header of an incoming email
within a user defined field.

251872 Feature
Enhancement

N/A General code
issues

Encrypt the user ID in session cookies Although session cookies are transient and are not visible
on a computer, the user ID within the session cookie is
now encrypted for added security.

252387 Feature
Enhancement

N/A General code
issues

Block specific file types from being uploaded as
attachments

This new feature introduces a new behavior setting
named BLOCK_ATTACHMENT_EXTENSIONS.  This
contains a delimited list of file extensions.  Files of these
types will be blocked from being added to the database,
when uploaded as attachments, documents or images.
The default is that all file types can be uploaded.

252578 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Jira Integration New Jira integration daemon This new integration provides bidirectional
synchronization of Jira with ExtraView.  For more
information, see the documentation at
http://docs.extraview.com/site/extraview-70/integration-
guides/jira-integration-guide.

252401 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Search / Report Some dates fields were formatted incorrectly on email
notifications

The fields TIMESTAMP_TRUNC and
DATE_CREATED_TRUNC were not displayed in the
user's date format, and were always displayed in the form
DD-MM-YYYY 00:00.  This has been fixed.

253384 Product Bug 7.0.2 Administration Time zone calculation problem when a user's time zone is
different from the database time zone

This problem involved a configuration using DAY fields
and users who had a Custom Date mask.  When the user
updated a record that was entered in a different time
zone, a day would be added to the result.  This has been
fixed.

251850 Product Bug 6.6.2 BatchMail BatchMail error processing with invalid email addresses BatchMail would cease sending email notifications when it
could not handle badly formatted email addresses within
the issue being processed.  This processing has been
changed so that the badly formed email addresses are
not used, and processing continues.

251666 Product Bug 7.0.4 EV Mail ExtraView was unable to parse a particular mail message
received with EVMail

The incoming email had an invalid header.  ExtraView
has been changed to deal with invalid date formats within
incoming email headers

251669 Product Bug 6.6.3 General code
issues

New behavior setting that allows a definable list of file
type extensions to be blocked from uploading by end
users

A new behavior setting named
BLOCK_ATTACHMENT_EXTENSIONS allows a list of
file extensions to be set up.  End users will not be able to
upload files from their local computers if they have
extensions that are enumerated in this list.

251865 Product Bug 6.6.5 General code
issues

User had the ability to change their role by manipulating
form parameters

A user with advancecd knowledge of how to manipulate
form parameters was able to change their role to a role to
which they did not have permission.  This operation has
been stopped and additional checks are made to ensure
a user can only adopt a role to which they have
permission.
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252697 Product Bug 7.0.4 Layout Rendering Visible if on Radio Button field stopped working after an
upgrade from 7.0.3

This proved to be a difficult to reproduce problem that
only happened with an unusual configuration, where a
user drilled down from an add or edit screen to add a
child issue in a different area and project, but where the
two layouts shared an embedded layout type.  Under this
configuration, "visible if" on radio buttons did not work
correctly.

251738 Product Bug 6.6.6 Perforce
Integration

Perforce Checkin of comments were not being added to
ExtraView log area fields

This problem has been resolved

253514 Product Bug 7.0.4 Search / Report Saved report filters could be lost within reports using
runtime filters, upon an upgrade from versions prior to 7.0

This problem resulted in saved filters being ignored after
the upgrade.  The problem has been resolved.
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